
dollar is in a downtrend will hit the 
consciousness of the market, amplifying 
the decline through the next couple of 
months. Exactly what turns the dollar 
lower is debateable – investment banks 
are still expecting dollar strength on 
the back of rising inf lation and central 
bank monetary policy tightening. One 
casualty of that is the Yen – Japan’s 
Cabinet Office announced the economy 
shrank an annualised -0.5% in January-
March although that was a smaller 
drop than the preliminary reading of 
a -1.0% fall released last month. But 
yesterday, the Bank of Japan Governor 

that once more upside progress takes 
place, they’ll change opinion, turning 
more bullish at the next juncture of a top. 
It’ll take another several weeks for that 
to happen, which is a perfect amount of 
time to unwind that extreme oversold 
condition of last month. In the meantime, 
the benchmark S&P 500 is trading inside 
a short-term trading-range corrective 
pattern but is expected to resume higher 
before the week finishes. Interim upside 
targets towards 4300.00+/-. European 
indices are awaiting the ECB’s policy 
statement Thursday but remain within 
impulse upside progress – in Asia, Hong 

Kong’s Hang Seng and China’s Shanghai 
Composite remain bullish.                               

CURRENCIES – The US$ dollar 
index has had a quiet trading week 
so far but has been generally firmer, 
running higher from last week’s low 
of 101.30 which ended a five wave 
declining impulse patter from May’s 
high of 105.00. The current advance 
is simply a short-term counter-trend 
rally, heading towards 103.28+/-. Once 
completed, the dollar is expected to 
begin 3rd wave downside acceleration 
– at that point, the realisation the 

Summary

STOCK INDICES –  Sentiment was 
at bearish extremes towards the end 
of last month when the majority of 
investors were expecting more downside 
progress in stocks/equities. Pundits were 
predicting more declines but have since 
turned around, as the CNN Fear/Greed 
index recovers from a low of 11 rising 
up to 32 today – the majority of those 
pundits are now suggesting this rally is a 
counter-trend – the uncomfortable truth 
is that it certainly seems so, but being on 
the same side of the majority whom are 
mostly bullish at tops, bearish at bottoms 
is of concern. The only explanation is 
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promised support for the economy and 
easy monetary policy even as prices 
start to rise. Consequently, the US$/
Yen surged higher to 134.47 to a new 
20-year high although there’s inherent 
risk this is approaching the end of an 
a-b-c zig zag advance that began from 
the June ’16 low of 99.01 – should it 
turn lower soon, then it will signal a 
new multi-year decline has begun.            
             
INTEREST RATES – Central Banks 
are keeping the bond markets on edge as 
the Reserve Bank of Australia surprised 
with a 50bps rate hike on Tuesday to 
0.85% whilst the Reserve Bank of India 
also hiked rates by 50bps to 4.90% per 
cent. Both released statements saying 
this was the first of similar rate hikes 
down the road. This comes ahead of 
Thursday’s European Central Bank 
meeting and on the back of rising energy 
prices which are still having an impact 
on inf lationary pressures. The US10yr 
yield is still trading below the early-
May high of 3.203% which is labelled 
as ending the post-pandemic five wave 
diagonal uptrend. So far, there’s a 
distinct lack of downside acceleration 

which would confirm a multi-month 
correction has begun – any break below 
the late-May low of 2.705 would be 
enough though. The more sensitive 
US2yr yield has tested overhead 
resistance traded last back in November 
2018 at 2.989% to last month’s high of 
2.854% so there’s little upside left in 
this post-pandemic uptrend. In Europe, 
the DE10yr yield will be watch closely 
Thursday as the ECB stamen comes 
through ahead of an upside test for the 
yield to resistance at 1.368+/-. Any 
strong, persistent thrust above would 
otherwise confirm next levels towards 
1.673%. 

COMMODITIES – The precious metals 
outlook remains bullish as gold, silver and 
platinum all ended important corrective 
lows last month. When we take a look at 
the gold/silver ratio, it’s clear that this 
next uptrend will see silver outperform 
gold – and basis the platinum/silver ratio, 
platinum is forecast to outperform silver 
during the next several months. Shorter-
term, gold is completing a corrective 
downswing from last week’s high of 
1874.30 into Tuesday’s low of 1836.85 and 

is set to trend higher – silver completed 
a corrective downswing from last week’s 
high of 22.56 to today’s low of 21.79 and is 
expected to resume higher now. Sentiment 
seems to be more bearish than bullish 
which from a contrarian standpoint is 
providing bullish background – among 
many others, Credit Suisse says gold to 
‘suffer renewed downside pressure on a 
dip below $1,787’ whilst on silver, they 
say silver is ready to ‘decline towards 
$18.95/40’. The World Gold Council 
(WGC) published figures yesterday 
for the gold ETFs it tracks. They show 
outflows of 53 tons in May, bringing a 
series of four consecutive monthly inflows 
to an end. There’s political pressure 
for Saudi Arabia to produce more oil to 
alleviate rising inflationary pressures 
but so far, statements suggest the Saudi’s 
won’t be coerced. Western governments 
could release more supplies from strategic 
stockpiles but that programme is already 
underway. The Organization for 
Economic Cooperation and Development 
(OECD) cut its global economic growth 
forecast for this year to 3% from 4.5%, 
and predicted growth would slow to 
2.8% in 2023 – this could turn sentiment 

from bullish to bearish should weakening 
data arrive later this month – Crude and 
Brent oil are testing upside limits into 
today’s price levels – awaiting a reversal-
signature decline.   
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FIG 1   S&P 500 E-MINI – DAIlY - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – [setting the scene] –  This daily (futures) chart 
of the S&P 500 shows the initial progress of intermediate wave (5)’s 
uptrend within the secular-bull market uptrend. It begins from the 
pandemic low of 2174.00 as minor wave i. one, unfolding into an 
a-b-c zig zag pattern. This zig zag confirms wave (5) will ultimately 
unfold into a five wave diagonal-impulse pattern rather than a more 
typical expanding-impulse because zig zags are the component 
impulse waves of ending-type diagonals. Specifically, extending 
minute wave a’s initial five wave advance from 2174.00 into the 
Sep.’20 high of 3587.00 by a fib. 61.8% ratio projects the terminal high 
for the next five wave advance of minute wave c towards 4887.97+/-. 
The actual high was in January, at 4808.25 – close enough to verify 
the zig zag’s completion. There’s also another fib-price-ratio forming 
a convergence-matrix within the five wave impulse of minute wave 
c – subdividing [i]-[ii]-[iii]-[iv]-[v], a fib. 61.8% extension ratio of 
waves [i]-(iv) project a high for wave [v] to 4795.00+/-. These two 
convergent ratios go a long way in confirming the completion of 
the zig zag pattern of minor wave i. one. LOOKING AHEAD, wave 
ii. two’s correction had originally a ‘default’ downside objective 
towards the fib. 76.4% retracement area of 2622.00+/-. This deep 
correction is consistent within the larger ending/contracting-
diagonal pattern of intermediate wave (5). Wave ii. two was also 
originally draws unfolding into a ‘default’ zig zag – but recent 
action, ending an initial a-b-c zig zag decline to 3855.00 suggests 
wave ii. two will ultimately develop into a double zig zag pattern 
a-b-c-x-a-b-c whilst ending towards the fib. 61.8% ret. area instead, 
around 2942.00+/-. Extending the first zig zag by a fib. 123.6% ratio 
is confirming this downside target sometime towards year-end. A 
deep, ongoing correction as minor wave ii. two is consistent for the 
Dow Jones, Russell 2000, Nasdaq 100 and many other indices across 
varying sectors.

S&P 500 E-Mini – DAILY - COUNT #1
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FIG 2   S&P 500 E-MINI – 540 MINS. - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – The S&P 500 has been held within a 
SHORT-TERM 4th wave trading-range correction from 
its 3rd wave high traded the previous week at 4202.25 to 
4071.50 but is set to accelerate higher as the 5th wave now. 
This five wave impulse advance began from May’s low of 
3807.50 as minuette wave [a] of a developing [a]-[b]-[c], 5-3-
5 zig zag for minute wave x. Whilst prices have been in 
the 4th wave, we’ve seen conflicting news which is typical 
when consolidation patterns are unfolding – the bulls 
are talking about the stock market’s resilience in the face 
of persistent inflationary pressures whilst the bears are 
focusing on more central bank interest rate hikes. The 5th 
wave upside targets are towards min. 4282.00+/- which is 
derived by extending the 1st wave within [a] by a fib. 161.8% 
ratio – and 4327.00+/- which is a fib. 61.8% correlative ratio 
of the 1st-3rd wave advance. Once completed, a pullback 
then begins wave [b] prior to wave [c] which is positioned 
towards 4478.00+/-. 

S&P 500 E-Mini – 540 MINS. - COUNT #1
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FIG 3   DOW JONES 30 – 540 MINS. - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – The Dow’s counter-trend rally from 
May’s low of 30585 as minute wave x has taken a slight 
pause over the last few trading days, but is about to resume 
higher again. The current advance from last month’s low 
is developing into a five wave expanding-impulse pattern, 
labelled (i)-(ii)-(iii)-(iv)-(v) as minuette wave [a]. The 4th 
wave, i.e. wave (iv) has been range-trading since last week 
but is ready to advance in the 5th wave now. Upside targets 
remains the same as last week, towards 34219+/- which is 
derived by extending the 1st wave by a fib. 161.8% ratio – 
there’s another slightly higher, at 34329+/- which is where 
the 5th wave unfolds by a fib. 61.8% correlative ratio of 
the net 1st-3rd wave advance. Once completed, a pullback 
then begins wave [b] prior to wave [c] which is positioned 
towards 35718+/-.

DOW JONES 30 – 540 MINS. - COUNT #1
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FIG 4   RUSSEll 2000 – 480 MINS. - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – The Russell is approaching the 
completion of a SHORT-TERM five wave impulse advance 
as wave [c] from last month’s secondary low of 1727.50 
towards targets of 1936.00+/- to 1944.00+/-. The 1936.00+/- 
area is derived by extending wave [a] of this zig zag 
upswing by a fib. 61.8% ratio and 1944.00+/- where wave 
[c]’s 5th wave unfolds by a fib. 61.8% correlative ratio of its 
1st-3rd wave advance. By comparison, the large-caps are 
set to begin their 5th wave advances and in relative terms, 
are much higher than the Russell’s upside targets which 
means it’s possible the Russell will stretch higher than 
those measured – alternatively, the Russell underperforms 
over the next week, allowing the large-caps to test their 
5th wave targets whilst the Russell hold below 1936.00-
44.00+/-. Further ahead, an [x] wave correction follows 
which takes us into late-June prior to a secondary [a]-[b]-
[c] zig zag advance towards 2035.00+/-. Should the first zig 
zag stretch higher, we may extend the second to the fib. 
61.8% retracement area of 2136.00+/- or the area of ‘fourth 
wave preceding degree’.  

RUSSELL 2000 – 480 MINS. - COUNT #1
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FIG 5   NASDAq 100 – 480 MINS. - COUNT #1 

EW-ANALYSIS – The Nasdaq 100 is attempting to build 
higher from May’s low of 11491.25 into a five wave impulse 
pattern, labelled minuette wave [a]. It’s slow-going over 
the last few trading days but this is due to the fact that 
it’s been unfolding into a SHORT-TERM 4th wave correction 
within wave [a]’s five wave upswing, labelled (i)-(ii)-(iii)-
(iv)-(v). This 4th wave completed yesterday (Tuesday) at 
12412.50 with the 5th wave set to accelerate higher now 
- targets are towards min. 13276.00+/- which is the fib. 
38.2% retracement area of November’s preceding a-b-c 
zig zag decline that ended last month, or max. 13318.00+/- 
which is where this 5th wave unfolds by a fib. 61.8% 
correlative ratio of the net 1st-3rd wave advance. Once 
completed, wave [b] begins a corrective downswing prior 
to wave [c] resuming higher towards month-end targeting 
14029.00+/- sometime into July. 

NASDAQ 100 – 480 MINS. - COUNT #1 
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FIG 6  EUROSTOxx 50 – 360 MINS. - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – The Eurostoxx 50 has pulled a little 
lower so far this week having broken above the late-May 
high of 3849.00 to 3857.00 during Monday’s session. But 
the advance into the 3857.00 high unfolded into a zig 
zag pattern which has been followed by another, a zig 
zag decline into today’s low traded just moments ago at 
3766.00. This is confirming a triangle pattern unfolding 
from that late-May high, [a]-[b]-[c]-[d]-[e] with wave [c] 
ending now with wave [d] and [e] to follow over the next 
few trading days. Infrequently, a triangle sometimes 
only unfolds into three waves, [a]-[b]-[c] which means the 
current low would end the 4th wave within minor wave 
iii. three’s five wave impulse that began from 3576.00 – 
a good place to buy! A 5th wave advance is set to push 
strongly higher targeting 3938.00+/-. This is expected to 
coincide with ending a five wave upswing from May’s 
lows in U.S. indices. A correction follows as minor wave 
iv. four which corresponds to a similar correction for the 
S&P 500, prior to minor wave v. five’s advance towards 
4090.00+/- sometime into July whilst the S&P 500 finishes 
its complete zig zag rally. 

EUROSTOXX 50 – 360 MINS. - COUNT #1
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FIG 7   xETRA DAx 30  – 360 MINS. - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – The Xetra Dax has pulled a little lower 
so far this week having broken above the late-May high 
of 14602.00 to 14709.00 during Monday’s session. But the 
advance into the 14709.00 high unfolded into a zig zag 
pattern which has been followed by another, a zig zag 
decline into today’s low traded just moments ago at 
14373.00. This is confirming a triangle pattern unfolding 
from that late-May high, a-b-c-d-e with wave c ending 
now with wave d and e to follow over the next few trading 
days. Infrequently, a triangle sometimes only unfolds 
into three waves, a-b-c which means the current low 
would end the 4th wave within minuette wave [iii]’s five 
wave impulse that began from 13671.00 – a good place 
to buy! A 5th wave advance is set to push strongly higher 
targeting mins. 15038.00+/- to max. 15150.00+/-. This is 
expected to coincide with ending a five wave upswing 
from May’s lows in U.S. indices. A correction follows 
as minuette wave [iv] which corresponds to a similar 
correction for the S&P 500, prior to wave [v]’s advance 
towards 15611.00+/- sometime into July whilst the S&P 
500 finishes its complete zig zag rally.

XETRA DAX 30  – 360 MINS. - COUNT #1
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FIG 8   FTSE 100 - DAIlY -  COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – The FTSE-100 is holding up well as related 
commodity prices in many sectors trade higher from May’s 
lows. The energy sector is especially supportive for the 
FTSE as corporate profits go exponential although hit by 
the U.K.’s 25% per cent windfall tax. There’s been some 
SHORT-TERM trading-range consolidation across major 
indices during the last few trading days, a carry-over from 
last week’s highs but prices are ready to continue higher 
now. For the FTSE, the advance from May’s low of 7158.53 
is minute wave c within minor wave b.’s developing a-b-c 
zig zag pattern {see inset}. This must ultimately unfold into a 
five wave impulse pattern, [i]-[ii]-[iii]-[iv]-[v] – so far, there’s 
only three waves up from 7158.53 into the late-May high of 
7648.26 – this can be labelled as a fractal 1-2-1 sequence or 
as a zig zag ending the 1st wave if wave c is set to develop 
as an ending-type diagonal. If a 1-2-1 sequence, the FTSE 
should accelerate higher now – that’s what we’re expecting 
in the U.S. indices – as a diagonal, the 2nd wave would now 
pull lower towards 7273.00+/-, a fib. 76.4% retracement. 
Either way, the larger picture remains bullish for the time 
being, with upside targets for minute wave c towards min. 
7916.00+/-, preferably max. 8061.00+/-.   

FTSE 100 - DAILY -  COUNT #1
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FIG 9   SHANGHAI COMPOSITE – DAIlY -  COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – The Caixin services purchasing 
managers' index (PMI) rose to 41.4 in May from 36.2 in 
April, edging up slightly as China’s authorities began to 
ease back on some of the strict restrictions that caused 
lockdowns in Shanghai and several other major cities. The 
government is also supporting the banking system with 
liquidity and by lifting capital adequacy requirements. 
This has changed sentiment into a more bullish outlook 
with the Shanghai composite trending higher into a five 
wave impulse pattern from the late-April low of 2863.80. 
This low ended intermediate wave (4)’s correction from 
the Feb.’21 high of 3731.10 with wave (5) now in upside 
progress. Ultimate upside targets are towards 4037.00+/- 
which ends primary wave Ⓐ as a leading-type diagonal 
originating from the 2446.01 low of Jan.’19. Minor wave 
i. one of (5) is currently engaged to the upside – targets 
towards 3540.00+/-. 
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FIG 10   INDIA CNx NIFTY 50 – DAIlY -  COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – The Reserve Bank of India's key 
interest rate was raised by 50 basis points earlier today, 
the second hike in as many months in a bid to cool 
persistently high inflation. The central bank also dropped 
its long-standing phrase that future policy would remain 
'accommodative', reinforcing expectations of further rate 
hikes and other forms of tightening in coming months as 
fighting inflation becomes its main focus. The Nifty 50 
didn’t respond well to the news, declining immediately 
afterwards from 16533.00 to the day’s low of 16288.00. A 
previous upside encounter to 16817.00 last Friday failed 
to break the overlap level of wave [1]’s low at 16853.50 
which maintains this SHORT-TERM bearish count where 
wave [5] is trading lower towards 15178.00+/- to complete 
wave (i)’s five wave decline from April’s high of 18229.50. 
Right now, with U.S./European indices set to push higher, 
it seems that the Nifty 50 is temporarily divergent – and 
this will only change above the overlap level of 16853.50. 

INDIA CNX NIFTY 50 – DAILY -  COUNT #1
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FIG 11   ASx 200  – DAIlY - COUNT #1 

EW-ANALYSIS – Australia's central bank raised interest 
rates by the most in 22 years and flagged more tightening 
to come as it battles to restrain surging inflation. The 
Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA) lifted its cash rate by 50 
basis points to 0.85%, higher than consensus estimates that 
were expecting either 25 or 40 basis points. This seems to 
have had a temporary dampening effect on the ASX-200 
as prices headed lower after the news. Intermediate wave 
(A)’s advance within primary wave Ⓑ’s secondary zig zag 
upswing from 6869.00 is attempting to develop into a five 
wave impulse pattern, i-ii-iii-iv-v where minor wave i. 
one traded up into the mid-May high of 7192.00 but with 
wave ii. two declining now, into an expanding flat pattern 
where SHORT-TERM downside targets are towards 
6960.00+/-. That suggests more downside for another few 
trading days before prices head higher as waves iii-iv-v. 
Interim targets for wave (A) remain towards 7454.00+/- 
although they could be raised slightly. Wave (C) retains 
targets towards 7840.00+/-. 

ASX 200  – DAILY - COUNT #1 
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FIG 12   US$-INDEx – DAIlY - COUNT #1 & #2

EW-ANALYSIS – The dollar’s managed to break above 
last week’s zig zag high of 102.73 trading up to 102.84 
Tuesday. It has since pulled back a little, consistent within 
an ongoing double zig zag upswing as minor wave ii. two 
that began from 101.30 where targets remain towards 
103.28+/- (see inset, top-left). Failure to break overhead 
resistance at 102.84 would otherwise suggest minor wave 
i. one’s five wave impulse decline from May’s high of 
105.00 remains incomplete, with its 5th wave, i.e. minute 
wave 5 set for a decline towards 100.58+/- (see count #2, 
bottom-right). Overlap with wave 1-4 at 103.20 would 
negate this count should the dollar push immediately 
higher. LOOKING AHEAD, the dollar’s new downtrend 
beginning primary wave ③ remains on-track from 105.00. 

US$-INDEX – DAILY - COUNT #1 & #2
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FIG 13   EUR VS. USD – DAIlY - COUNT #1 & #2

EW-ANALYSIS – The Euro/US$ has managed to hold 
above last week’s zig zag low of 1.0627 which is consistent 
with count #1’s scenario which labels an a-b-c expanding 
flat pattern unfolding lower as minor wave ii. two from 
the late-May high of 1.0788 (see inset, bottom-left). Another 
zig zag is attempting to push higher from 1.0627 as minute 
wave b of the expanding flat where targets remain towards 
1.0826+/- prior to wave c’s decline to 1.0547-29+/-. SHORT-

TERM count #2 otherwise depicts minor wave i. one’s five 
wave uptrend from May’s low of 1.0350 as incomplete, 
with its 5th wave in upside progress from 1.0627 targeting 
1.0903+/- (see inset, top-right). 

EUR vS. USD – DAILY - COUNT #1 & #2
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FIG 14   STlG VS. USD – DAIlY - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – Stlg/US$ broke marginally below last 
week’s low of 1.2458 during Tuesday’s session to1.2431 
before pushing higher afterwards, today to 1.2600. This 
SHORT-TERM action suggests an expanding flat pattern 
is heading higher as wave [b] from 1.2458, an (a)-(b)-(c), 
3-3-5 sequence where targets are towards min. 1.2640+/-, 
max. 1.2672+/- prior to turning lower. The attempt to 
1.2640+/- is labelled wave [b] of a developing [a]-[b]-[c], 
3-3-5 slanting flat as minute wave 2 or max. 1.2672+/- as 
wave [b] of an expanding flat. Either way, we’re expecting 
a modest upside rally prior to a finalising this counter-
trend correction for wave 2.     

STLG vS. USD – DAILY - COUNT #1
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FIG 15   USD VS. YEN - WEEKlY - COUNT #1 

EW-ANALYSIS – Japan's core consumer prices were 2.1% 
higher in April than a year earlier, exceeding the BOJ's 
inflation target for the first time in seven years, boosted 
chiefly by rising prices of food and fuel. BOJ officials have 
repeatedly said such cost-push inflation will be temporary 
and will not trigger a withdrawal of monetary stimulus. 
The continued loose-monetary stance has resulted in 
another bout of Yen selling with US$/Yen surging higher 
once again from the end-May low of 126.37 to today’s high 
of 134.47. This advance was telegraphed late last month as 
the preceding decline between 131.34 to 1.2636 completed 
a succinct zig zag correction. But this latest advance is 
now challenging critical overhead resistance at 132.70+/- 
to 133.19+/-. Even though this is the fib. 23.6% extension 
of intermediate wave (A)’s (origin) high of 125.86, a 
meaningful area for the completion of intermediate wave 
(B)’s zig zag, the next resistance area is at 136.64+/- which 
is derived by extending minute waves 1-4 by a fib. 161.8% 
ratio.  Alternate bullish counts otherwise labels primary 
wave ③ in upside progress from 99.02 towards levels 
above 160.00+/-. We’re reluctant to adopt this count when 
the US$ dollar index is already ending its multi-year 
corrective advance, heading lower now. 

uSd vS. YEn - WEEKLY - COUNT #1 
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FIG 16   AUD VS. USD - DAIlY - COUNT #1 

EW-ANALYSIS – The AUD/US$ has begun this week 
inside a SHORT-TERM trading range pattern between 
Tuesday’s low of 0.7157 and today’s high of 0.7242. Ideally, 
it edges slightly lower over the next few trading days 
towards 0.7130+/- to complete a zig zag downswing from 
the early-June high of 0.7284 as wave (ii) before launching 
higher as wave (iii) of [iii], i.e. a 3rd-of-3rd wave. An 
alternate count otherwise labels the 0.7284 high as a 3rd 
wave within a developing five wave impulse advance with 
a 4th to 0.7130+/- then a 5th wave to no more than 0.7382+/- 
which is a fib. 100% equality ratio with the 3rd and 5th wave 
meaning the 1st wave to 0.7128 was the extension wave. 
Both counts depict a new uptrend in progress from 0.6828.

Aud vS. uSd - DAILY - COUNT #1 
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FIG 17   BITCOIN - DAIlY - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – Bitcoin found support at 29212.48 
completing a SHORT-TERM a-b-c zig zag correction from 
32354.17 as sub-minuette wave (ii) – {see inset}. This now 
becomes critical support within the developing 3rd wave 
of minuette wave [iii]. Many other crypto currencies 
are close or have already ended corrections, including 
Ethereum (close), Dogecoin (bottomed) which supports 
Bitcoin preparing to trend higher now as the 3rd-of-3rd 
wave sequence within minute wave a’s impulse pattern 
that began from May’s low of 25364.14. Minute wave a 
retains upside targets towards 40195.00+/-.  

BITCOIN - dAILY - COUNT #1
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FIG 18   US 10YR YIElD -  180 MINS. - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – Central Banks are keeping the bond 
markets on edge as the Reserve Bank of Australia 
surprised with a 50bps rate hike on Tuesday to 0.85% 
whilst the Reserve Bank of India also hiked rates by 50bps 
to 4.90% per cent. Both released statements saying this was 
the first of similar rate hikes down the road. This comes 
ahead of Thursday’s European Central Bank meeting 
and on the back of every rising energy prices which is 
still having an impact on rising inflationary pressures. 
In the meantime, we’re closely watching the US10yr 
yield’s behaviour for clues – so far, there’s good reason to 
label March’s five wave impulse uptrend as intermediate 
wave (5) ended into May’s high of 3.203. It includes an 
uncommon 1st wave extension which puts a finite limit for 
its 5th wave at 3.485+/- basis fib. 100% equality with the 3rd 
wave on the basis a 4th correction somehow ended at 2.705 
last week. That seems unlikely because the downswing 
of this 4th wave, an expanding flat from 2.976 doesn’t fulfil 
the correct 3-3-5 subdivision. More probable is the 3.203 
high ended wave (5) of primary ⑤ of cycle wave A with 
wave B beginning as a five wave impulse, 1-2-1-2 where 
wave 2 completed an expanding flat from 2.818 to 3.060 
with an accelerative 3rd-of-3rd wave decline about to get 
underway. 

uS 10YR YIELD -  180 MINS. - COUNT #1
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FIG 19   DE 10YR YIElD -  120 MINS. - COUNT #1

dE 10Yr YiEld -  120 MINS. - COUNT #1

SpEciAl incluSion SilvEr & Gold 

EW-ANALYSIS – Thursday’s (tomorrow’s) European 
Central Bank meeting comes soon after last week’s HICP 
inflation numbers which showed ever rising inflationary 
pressures with the headline number at 8.1% per cent, whilst 
the core was far lower, at 3.8% per cent. The ECB are sure 
to stress the core rate in its announcement, in defence of 
its lack of rate hikes to combat inflation. Earlier last week, 
the President Christine Lagarde has said the central bank 
was considering hiking rates by 50bps by September, 
bringing the current negative deposit rate of -0.50% to 
zero, 0.00% per cent. The big question though, is whether 
they’ll succumb to outside global pressure to step-up rate 
increases, or hold back, claiming energy prices which are 
mainly responsible for lifting inflationary pressures are 
due to fall? The De2yr yield is still trending higher into 
a five wave impulse pattern from the pandemic low of 
-1.047% targeting another 20bps higher to 0.880+/-. But 
the DE2yr-20yr spread which is trading at 0.678 today is 
expected to narrow towards 0.410+/- over the next few 
weeks to complete a counter-trend pattern which means 
it’s possible the DE10yr yield will make little to no upside 
progress around current levels of 1.350. Could March’s 
five wave impulse pattern as minute wave 5 be completing 
now, towards 1.368+/-. It’s certainly possible. Any upside 
thrust above 1.4000+/- would otherwise necessitate a 
recount. 
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FIG 20   GOlD - DAIlY - COUNT #1

GOLD - DAILY - COUNT #1

SpEciAl incluSion SilvEr & Gold 

EW-ANALYSIS – (spot bullion) Gold traded down to 
1836.85 early-morning Tuesday the rallying higher 
though today’s session to 1859.90. It’s possible to label the 
1836.85 low as completing an (a)-(b)-(c) 3-3-5 running flat 
pattern for wave [ii] although it still comes with the risk 
that this is only the 1st wave of wave (c) and today’s high 
as its 2nd wave prior to a 3rd-4th-5th wave decline towards 
1822.35+/- {see inset}. Either way, the trend has reversed 
upwards since gold bottomed last May at 1789.15 – so far, 
the advance is simply a fractal 1-2-1-2 sequence ahead of 
an accelerative 3rd-of-3rd wave which can begin anytime, 
triggered by a dollar decline or perhaps some relief in 
rising inflationary pressures. 
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FIG 21   SIlVER - DAIlY - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – (spot bullion) Silver’s advance between 
the end-May low of 21.41 to the early-June high of 22.57 
is a questionable five wave pattern, possibly a three, 
somewhat ambiguous. As a five wave impulse, our base-
case count, this is a smaller degree 1st wave, i.e. minute 
wave 1 and the pullback to today’s low of 21.79 is wave 
2 within minor wave iii. three’s developing five wave 
uptrend. Should the 21.79 low hold over the next day or 
two, then it would certainly indicate upside acceleration. 
Any break below would otherwise suggest minor wave ii. 
two is engaged in a more complex expanding flat pattern 
with downside targets towards 21.26+/-. LOOKING 
AHEAD, the outlook remains very bullish following 
primary wave ④’s downside completion last month at 
20.44. Upside targets for primary wave ⑤ remain towards 
37.00+/-. 

SILVER - DAILY - COUNT #1
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FIG 22  CRUDE OIl – 360 MINS. - COUNT #1

EW-ANALYSIS – Brent oil is fast approaching last week’s 
upside target of 125.86+/- for the completion of its 5th 
wave, i.e. minute wave 5 within minor wave c.’s ending/
contracting-diagonal pattern that began early-April 
from 97.57. Crude oil is testing the upper limit for its 
corresponding diagonal pattern at today’s high of 123.18 
– this is the fib. 23.6% extension level of minor wave a. 
within intermediate wave (2)’s expanding flat pattern that 
has been pushing higher since mid-March. A terminal 
high around current levels would translate into a sharp 
accelerative downturn as intermediate wave (3). What 
could trigger such a decline? There’s political pressure 
for Saudi Arabia to produce more oil to alleviate rising 
inflationary pressures but so far, statements suggest the 
Saudi’s won’t be coerced. Western governments could 
release more supplies from strategic stockpiles but that 
programme is already underway. We’ll just have to wait 
and see – the Organization for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD) cut its global economic growth 
forecast for this year to 3% from 4.5%, and predicted 
growth would slow to 2.8% in 2023 – so maybe it’s a case 
of a downturn in demand?
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